Reactive Speed Control System Based on Terrain Roughness Detection
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Abstract – Autonomous outdoor navigation requires the ability to discriminate among different types of terrain. A non-trivial problem is to manage the robot’s speed based on terrain roughness. This paper presents a speed control system for a robotic platform traveling over natural terrain. This system is based on the view of a line-scanning laser of the area just in front of the platform. Analysis of range data for roughness produced by the laser over different terrains is examined. An algorithm for managing speed through different terrain has been tested on real outdoor surfaces producing excellent performance.

Index Terms – reactive control, off-road navigation, terrain analysis, surface roughness.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Autonomous and semi-autonomous cross-country navigation has been of interest over the past two decades because autonomous vehicles hold great promise for applications in many domains such as agriculture [1], mining, space exploration [2, 3, 4], healthcare and service robotics [17], and military/security missions [5]. One of the biggest challenges in this field is environmental perception, with terrain feature detection being particularly difficult [6, 7]. Usually, robotic off-road systems must deal with two fundamental problems: the imprecision of sensor measurements that characterize the perception of natural environments and the online, real-time acquisition and analysis of terrain surface data [18]. Because of these problems, outdoor robot navigation is usually more challenging than indoor robot navigation. Although most of the literature pertaining to this topic is dedicated to off-road obstacle detection and/or obstacle avoidance [8, 9, 10], the study of terrain surface roughness detection as an obstacle is an important step toward real autonomous navigation through unknown terrain [1, 11, 12].

Terrain geometry is critical in mobile outdoor robotics since uneven areas require consideration of how the vehicle will interact with upcoming terrain in order to keep the vehicle safe. Obstacle avoidance and terrain surface roughness detection are tightly linked since, on rough terrain, the notion of an “obstacle” depends on the capacity of the robotic system to overcome terrain irregularities. Although research in off-road navigation of robotic platforms through unknown terrain has progressed significantly, safe and robust techniques for limited computing and sensing resources have not yet been produced [8].

This paper focuses on the problem of extracting ground terrain surface geometry measurements in order to manage the speed of the robot for safe teleoperation. Regardless of the surface type, the commanded speed of the platform has to consider the roughness of the surface in order to navigate safely. A central goal for our system is to enable untrained people to directly control a robotic platform while maintaining the integrity of the robot itself and the mission. The next section describes the robotic platform that is currently being used for our experiment. Section III is focused on the system procedure for terrain roughness detection. Section IV discusses the algorithm used to manage the speed of the robot. Section V describes experimental results. The final section is devoted to conclusions.

II. ROBOT PLATFORM

A. Hardware system

Our system is a Segway RMP (Fig. 1), a new mobile platform based on the Segway Human Transporter (HT).

![Fig. 1: Geometry of a SICK on the RMP.](image)
very short time to react to changes in terrain roughness. The laser is configured to scan a 180° radial field with a range of 0.5°. Scans are generated at 4 Hz, which could be increased to about 40 Hz at the expense of increased computational load, an issue for the objective of fast reactive control. To collect data from the laser scanner and to manage commands, an on-board “host” laptop (Dell Latitude with Pentium II 233MHz, 512K Cache, 64MB of memory) is mounted in a ruggedized case on the top of the RMP. An 802.11 Linksys wireless access point is connected with the laptop to allow the robot to communicate with an operator control unit (OCU). The OCU is an Acer Aspire Pentium 4 2.6 GHz laptop connected via an Orinoco 802.11 PCMCIA card. The OCU’s purpose is to allow an operator to drive the RMP with a Logitech Wingman joystick.

B. Software System
Linux (RedHat 9.1) is installed on both laptops. The RMP drivers run as part of HServer, an application which provides a uniform device interface across various robot platforms and sensors for the MissionLab system. MissionLab v6.0 [14, 15] is the multiagent robotic mission specification and control system used to acquire the data and to control the robot. MissionLab generates the executable code specific to the RMP and allows shared usage of other drivers (e.g., the laser scan interface) across a variety of robotic platforms. The experimental results are hence general and transferable to any other supported robotic platform (although the RMP itself presents more control problems than most mobile robots).

III. PROCEDURE FOR TERRAIN DETECTION
This section explains how the system is able to process data to choose the right speed for each type of terrain, using the array of distances provided by the laser scanner.

A. Offline Setting
Because it is impossible to be certain about the orientation of the scanning plane, it could be hypothesized that the laser scanner has some bias both in the roll angle and in the yaw angle. Calibration helps the system to take more objective data. Moreover, since the system is going to detect roughness, it is very important to start with a good measure of flatness in order to compare the values it is going to calculate. For these reasons, before starting to compute the roughness of terrain, it is necessary to take a scan of the height of flat terrain in front of the robot and store in an array called height_{flat terrain}[i]. This has to be done just once at the beginning, before each data run. Online, the system subtracts height_{flat terrain}[i] from each value calculated in the i-th position (Fig. 3).

B. Online Procedure for Roughness Measurements
Fig. 3 shows the overall procedure of the detection system, which is the first processing stage. The following steps are executed in order to obtain useful terrain roughness parameters.

1. Calculate height. Scans are transformed into position and height values. Given the robot tilt angle θ, the radius of the wheels R (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2), the height of the laser scanner from the wheel center H, the horizontal distance from the wheel center to the laser scanner L, the height of a certain terrain point detected by the i-th laser beam is:

$$\text{height}[i] = R + H \cos \theta - L \sin \theta - d[i] \cos(\alpha - \theta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where d[i] \cos(\alpha - \theta) is the vertical factor of the i-th laser reading (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) and \( \alpha \) is the downward pointing angle of the laser scanner (≈45 degs). Note that d[i] is not the raw laser range reading, but rather the sensed distance perpendicular to the face of the laser scanner (i.e., only in the case of the centermost laser reading is d[i] equal to the raw reading.

$$\text{height}[i] = R \cos \theta - L \sin \theta - d[i] \cos(\alpha - \theta)$$

2. Height setting. For each value the bias calculated offline is subtracted:

$$\text{height}[i]_{\text{flat}} = \text{height}[i] - \text{height}_{\text{flat terrain}}[i] \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

3. Median filter. Since laser readings are very noisy, (according to the technical information of the scanner, the statistical error in the range from 1m to 8m is about ±15mm during robot motion a median filter windowed on the last n readings is applied in order to smooth the data. Here, n=7.

4. Calculate roughness measures. Finally, surface roughness parameters are calculated in order to evaluate the terrain that the system is approaching. All computed values are based on a single laser-scan reading. After several experiments on different terrain, the most useful roughness parameters for our purpose have been selected:
• **Root Squared Bias (RSB)** average roughness – the variance of the amplitude distribution function of the height of the terrain profile (3),
• **Average Absolute Slope (AAS)** – the average of the absolute slope value between scan points perpendicular to the direction of motion (4),
• **Root-Mean-Square Average Slope (RMSAS)** – the RMS value of the same slope used in the AAS metric (5), and
• **Ideal Root Mean Square (IRMS)** – the RMS calculated with a ideal flat surface average value of zero (6).

Each roughness parameter ranges from zero for flat surfaces to a maximum value experimentally detected.

\[
\text{RSB} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{120} \sum_{i=1}^{119} \text{height}[i] - \text{average}^2}
\]

\[
\text{AAS} = \frac{1}{120} \sum_{i=1}^{120} \text{height}[i] - 1 - \text{height}[i] - 1
\]

\[
\text{RMSAS} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{120} \sum_{i=1}^{120} \text{height}[i] - 1 - \text{height}[i]}^2
\]

\[
\text{IRMS} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{120} \sum_{i=0}^{119} \text{height}[i] - 1}^2
\]

The RSB value (3) is similar to a root-mean-square calculation, but the average height of the previous scan is used instead of the average in the current scan, so the subtracted bias is not the actual mean. Using the previous average, measured in the same general region, results in a sensitivity to sudden discontinuities in the direction of motion that is captured by none of the other three roughness parameters.

IV. SPEED CONTROL

As noted, the basic objective is not a complete high-level control system, but a low-level reactive speed controller. Its goal is to allow the user to direct the movement of the robot, with the robot taking initiative concerning its own speed in order to protect itself from damage. Specifically, a user will be able to request a velocity that is too high (by driving a joystick to its limit), but the control system should safely govern the commanded speed. This goal might seem easily obtainable using thresholding. For example, one could choose \( n \) different speed values, associate them with \( n \) different regions in roughness parameter measurements, and govern the speed at \( n \) different levels.

![Speed Control Algorithm](image)

The hysteresis associated with the overlapping region serves as a guard against frequent speed transitions. The algorithm is rate-limited by the laser scan rate. To be as fast as possible, the control system constantly (4 Hz) checks the four different roughness values. A counter, FlatRank, is increased if the current value is below the MaxFlatThr (line 4 and 5 in Fig. 5) and another counter, RoughRank, is increased if the current value is higher than MinRoughThr (line 6 and 7 in Fig. 5). FinalRank – defined as the difference of FlatRank and RoughRank – is calculated in order to evaluate the roughness of the terrain the robot is approaching (line 8 in Fig. 5). To better manage the speed of the robotic platform, four different commanded values are the top-speed, mid-high-speed, mid-low-speed and safety-speed.

Unfortunately, in the desired application (off-road navigation with a platform that frequently tilts to view different scan lines of terrain), measurements vary so drastically that it is difficult to recognize clearly the differences between safe terrain and hazardous terrain. Fig. 4 shows the values of the RSB parameter as a function of time during an experimental run over asphalt and grass. The plot illustrates the difficulties in detection. The green region (lower part of the graph) designates the range that experiments showed to usually represent flat terrain, while the red region (higher, darkest part of the graph) designates the range that proved to usually represent rough terrain. In the yellow region (middle, lightest part of the graph), it is hard to decide if we are driving on flat terrain or on a rough surface. To solve this issue, hysteresis was introduced. Two different thresholds (MaxFlatThr and MinRoughThr, with MaxFlatThr>MinRoughThr) are fixed for each of the four different roughness parameters (RSB, AAS, RMSAS, IRMS). MaxFlatThr is the maximum value attributed to flat surfaces (upper limit of yellow area), and MinRoughThr is the minimum value assigned to rough/hazardous surfaces (lower limit of yellow area). As depicted in Fig. 4, the region considered as flat (RSB>MaxFlatThr) overlaps part of the region considered as rough (for RMS>MinRoughThr).

![RSB value over asphalt and grass](image)
platforms like the RMP that tilt). The second reason is that, with two more values, the system is better able to move along in different types of terrain with different roughness values. Four times per second, the system checks and manages the speed. It increases the speed by one step (from safety-speed to mid-low speed e.g.) if the FinalRank is positive (lines 9 and 10 in Fig. 5), it decreases the speed by 1 step if FinalRank is negative or zero (lines 11 and 12 in Fig. 5). Lines 15 and 16 describe the behavior of the system when all roughness parameters are over MinRoughThr: the speed is set to safety-speed regardless of the value of FinalRank. This restriction assures that the command for the slowest speed is launched in the shortest time possible (0.25 seconds) when very rough terrain is detected. (With the chosen hardware, the computational time is very small compared to the laser scan acquisition, so the scan period of about 0.25 seconds dominates the control cycle.) Throttling the speed in one scan interval could be essential in preserving the safety of the platform. In the same way, when FlatRank is equal to 4, the speed is set to top speed (unless RoughRank is also 4) in order to have a constant speed on flat terrain even if some roughness parameters are in the overlapped region.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The system has been tested in different terrain transitions for more than seven hours in outdoor environments. In all of those experiments, four different kinds of terrain were considered: asphalt, mixed dirt, grass, and gravel (Fig. 6).

![Tested terrain](image)

A. Gravel-Asphalt Experiment

This experiment involved an RMP run over asphalt and gravel alternately, as shown in Fig. 7. The user is pushing the joystick as hard as he can for the duration, except when turning. It has been found that it is more challenging to detect gravel than grass because the difference of height detected with laser scanner between the peaks and valley in gravel is smaller than in terrain like grass. Analyzing data acquired for this experiment, it is possible to better understand how the system works.

Figures 8-10 show speed, tilt angle, and parameter measurements for the asphalt/gravel experiment. Initially, calibration is performed manually as it is depicted in the highlighted region in Fig. 10. After calibrating, it is possible to start safely driving the RMP (the 8-second mark, noted both in Fig. 7 and in Fig. 8). During this period, all roughness parameters increase, even if the terrain in front of the RMP remains the same. That happens because the RMP’s pitch angle increases most at the time at which the RMP begins to accelerate. After reaching the commanded speed, the pitch angle decreases to find the steady-state balancing point at that velocity (Fig. 9), although minor corrections continue to be made at a high frequency which is difficult to observe in this data.

![Path of the gravel-asphalt experiment](image)

Between 15 and 23 seconds, the robot turns to point at the gravel and then approaches it (after 23 seconds). It is interesting to see how the RSB value seems to be most correct in this situation; its values are all over the MaxFlatThr threshold, while AAS, RMSAS and IRMS continue to stay under the roughness threshold.

![Actual speed plot of the gravel-asphalt experiment](image)

![Tilt angle plot of the gravel-asphalt experiment](image)
the dirt terrain. However, in this case, the shifting of the speed threshold does not compromise the safety of the robot because their duration is only 0.25 seconds long (just one scan). The RMP does not have time to increase its velocity significantly. In spite of the speed plot appearance, the produced motion is very smooth. After ≈54 seconds, the RMP turns into the road to close the loop and suddenly starts to increase its speed until a command to stop is sent (after ≈61 seconds).

B. Asphalt-Grass Experiment

Fig. 11 shows plots of data from a path over grass and asphalt. In this case the robot was never stopped to make it turn because more space with the same kind of terrain was available. It is important to note that the speed-control plot shows the values of speed-thresholds as a function of time: value = 1 means safety-speed is the maximum speed allowed, value = 2 mid-low speed is allowed, and so on. The driver, even an inexperienced one, can drive as fast as he likes but cannot exceed the speed threshold imposed by the system.

In this experiment, it should be clear that the four roughness parameters used are able to complement each other. In fact, the IRMS parameter, which was very accurate in the previous experiment, is the one that, in the present experiment, decreases too early, failing to detect the grass (after ≈79 seconds). The other three values are able to prevent the robot from going faster, as is correct when driving over grass.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a speed control system for safeguarded teleoperation that can be extended to support autonomous behaviors. The results from experiments conducted on some common off-road surfaces have been shown. The developed system safely operates a relatively dangerous, fast and heavy robotic platform for its size. Before and during the system’s development, many runs were made over the terrains analyzed in this paper. Without the speed control system, the RMP fell every time it was run over rough terrain if the top speed was commanded. Although the user was always trying to drive it safely, the RMP broke its protective arms over 10 times in more than 100 runs in outdoor environments. After developing the speed control system, the RMP fell three times in seven hours of testing. One instance was due to a low battery charge, while the other two instances were due to terrain transitions like a step or a hole. The step between asphalt and grass, for example, sometimes is followed by irregularly sloped terrain, which requires a very fast response time to be detected and to take the right action. A report by Bau [19] shows that RMP has a lag in response time which lasts approximately 0.4 seconds and it is not related to magnitude of velocity command. This handicap is not due to the system presented, but it is something specific to the RMP platform. (At top speed, the RMP is able to cross 1.4 meters in 0.4 seconds.) In spite of the lag, in over 7 hours of driving over surfaces like Fig. 6, the RMP never fell because of a misclassification of terrain roughness.

Fig. 10: Roughness parameter plots of the gravel-asphalt experiment.
Because the RMP is always trying to balance itself, because its center of mass is very high, and because it is able to produce great velocity and acceleration, it can be considered to be one of the more difficult platforms for performing hazardous terrain detection and to take data with a top-mounted laser. For a complete rough terrain solution, future work will focus on enlarging the number of detectable terrains and adding the capability of obstacle avoidance to the system in order to allow the RMP to operate completely autonomously.
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